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”Mario 64” meets “Metal Gear Solid” with a dash of “Harry Potter” 

 
 
The X:  Take control of a bumbling bear and his acrobatic offspring as you traverse a medley of 
enchanting environments in order to collect the six Crystals of Power.  
 
The Razor:  Use stealth, magical items and your own son who doubles as both a navigational 
assistant and weapon as you explore vibrant locales filled with an assortment of strange and 
fantastical creatures in your quest to save your ailing wife. 
 
 

 
The player controls a past his prime bear as he makes his way through a series of labyrinthian 
like levels overcoming navigational challenges, using stealth and logic to solve puzzles and 
battling an assortment of bizarre and unusual foes.  The player is not alone on his quest though 
and is joined by an AI controlled companion who acts not only as a navigational aid to assist him 
in reaching areas he could not access alone but can be picked up and hurled at encroaching 
enemies like a projectile weapon, rebounding from one foe to another before bouncing back.  
Equipping the AI character with different magical hats will alter what kind of effect he will have on 
an opponent when he strikes them and will greatly play into how a player tackles the various 
challenges he will face.  Through the various gameplay mechanics the player will experience 
outrageous action, fluid navigation and exaggerated combat all brought to life in a uniquely 
imagined and stylized world populated with diverse and colorful characters. 
 

 
Crystal Castles is a 3

rd
 person stealth platformer hybrid with emphasis on dexterous character 

navigation, creative puzzle solving, and exaggerated cartoon action. 
 

 
This title is for all ages, with the stylized art, vibrant colors and cute characters appealing to 
children,  high quality graphics and sounds along with engaging gameplay to keep teenagers 
interested, and a dash of adult humor for the grown ups to enjoy. 
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Escaping the clutches of the evil witch Berthilda and flush with gems plundered from her 
dimension, Bentley Bear retired wealthy from adventuring, settled down, had a few kids, fell out of 
shape and has been living happily ever after….until now.  Trapped in her dimension due to all her 
power crystals being pilfered by a bumbling bear, the spiteful sorceress has spent years plotting 
her revenge and has finally found a way to extract it. Due to a weakening in the barriers between 
worlds, Berthilda is able to cast a foul spell on Bentley’s wife, placing her into a deep sleep from 
which she cannot be awoken.  Ensorceling the local doctor, she manipulates him into sending our 
furry protagonist on a quest to liberate the six crystals of power from their stoic guardians 
convincing Bentley that their combined magical power is the only way to break the curse and 
save his wife.  Not wanting his out of shape dad to brave this dangerous quest alone, his circus 
bear in training youngest son decides to tag along to give his old man a hand.  The dynamic duo 
set out, ready to explore the 6 elementally themed kingdoms steeling themselves for whatever 
challenges they might present and knowing that no matter what dangers they face, failure is not 
an option. 
 
 

 
The player will not only be controlling the main protagonist from the original arcade game but a 
new sidekick as well.  Each possesses their own set of skills that players will have to master in 
order to successfully complete their quest. 
 
Bentley Bear 
At one time Bentley was a spry and athletic adventurer, capable of zipping around obstacles and 
vaulting over opponents.  Those days are long gone.  Now Bentley is tired and out of shape, 
unable to move as quickly as he used to, incapable of reaching the heights he once ascended to.  
But even though he is now lacking is certain physical traits that does not mean he is any less 
capable of doing what needs to be done; he just has to rely on a new bag of tricks.   
 

o Years of being married has taught Bentley some nifty stealth techniques like how to blend 
into the shadows to hide from a wife who wants to task him with a never ending to do list.  
This works equally effective against enemies trying to flush out an intruder. 

 
o Having to carry children, strollers, diaper bags and toys simultaneously has greatly 

increased his upper body strength over the years and Bentley is now quite capable of 
pushing, pulling and lifting objects of all sizes no matter how daunting they might appear. 

 
o Raising a string of boys has meant a lot of afternoons of playing catch and as such he 

has developed not only a strong throwing arm capable of covering some sizeable 
distances but a quite accurate eye as well. 

 
o And even though he can’t quite jump as high as he used to, hopping over smaller objects 

like children’s toys scattered all over the house on a daily basis means he can still get out 
of the way of anything coming at him knee height or lower almost automatically. 
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B.B.  
The youngest of Bentley’s children, Bentley Bear Junior (or B.B. for short) has always had 
aspirations to be a circus bear.  As such he has put himself through rigorous athletic training 
making him quick and agile, a counterpoint to the sloth and awkwardness that is currently his 
father.  He excels in all matter of acrobatic stunts, from tumbling, to tight rope walking, to even 
trapeze work and has recruited different family members into his training regiment from time to 
time allowing him to work well with others.  As such he is quite capable of using the skills he has 
learned to assist his father in overcoming many of the navigational challenges they will face. 
 

o When the player reaches a ledge or platform that Bentley can’t quite reach, B.B. will 
nimbly climb up his father, jump off his shoulders onto the ledge and offer his hand to 
help him up. 

 
o Chasms that might need to be crossed by rope or vine simply require B.B. to jump onto 

the support cable first then grab his father’s hand as he jumps for it, swing him over the 
obstacle and then fling him off for a safe landing on the other side. 

 
o If forced to traverse across a platform or structure that could not support Bentley’s weight 

or is far too narrow for him to balance properly on, B.B. can dash right across it to the 
other side and take care of whatever is waiting. 

 
o Combining his tumbling skills with his dad’s accurate throwing arm, B.B. can be hurtled to 

areas that seem inaccessible to either of them as well as tossed at enemies as a 
makeshift projectile weapon (see Combat below for more information on this particular 
application). 

 
 

 
Where would a hero be without his rogue’s gallery of vile villains?  All the enemies from the 
original arcade title return here to vex our dynamic duo with updated powers and abilities. 
 
Berthilda   
The wickedest witch this side of Oz.  She has been trapped in her dimension for years plotting 
her revenge against Bentley Bear and finally getting a chance to see her plans come to fruition, 
she’ll stop at nothing to complete her vengeance.  With a mystical arsenal replete with all sorts of 
dark magic at her fingertips, do Bentley and B.B. actually have any chance to defeat her? 
 
Swarmer 
The deadly swarms of bees that could kill with just one touch are actually a race of beings whose 
bodies are comprised of a colony of the stinging insects.  They are still vastly protective of their 
beloved honey pots and will valiantly fight off any who come near. Standard physical attacks will 
only temporarily discorporate their bodies, but it has been rumored that cold weather seems to 
slow them down quite a bit. 
 
Treants 
Ancient forest inhabitants, these nasty trees have just gotten crankier with age.  Due to Berthilda 
uprooting their past generation and turning them into her minions, the treants no longer trust 
visitors to their land and treat all trespassers as intruders that must be eliminated. 
 
Ghosts 
These spectral entities have intangible bodies that can’t be hurt by Bentley or his son, but have 
no trouble using their own protoplasmic abilities to cause our heroes a world of hurt.  The best 
course of action when dealing with them is to avoid them at all costs whether that is hiding until 
they have passed by or running away from them as fast as possible. 
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Dancing Skeletons  
Haunting local graveyards, these kooky carnivorous cadavers will just as likely perform a little jig 
for you as they are to throw their own heads at you.  Plentiful in number, these mischievous 
miscreants can be smashed apart only to reform using whatever pieces are left over thereby 
forcing the player to dwindle their numbers down to nothingness. 
 
Gem Eaters 
In their native dimension, these curious caterpillar-like creatures gobble down on loose 
gemstones eating the dust and grime off of them, regurgitating them later polished clean.  But 
having been unleashed in another dimension by Berthilda, on a world that seems to be lacking in 
the abundance of gems that they are used to, they are left to devour whatever animate or 
inanimate objects they can fit their maw around. 
 
Crystal Balls 
Anthropomorphic spherical entities that seem to have nothing better to do than roll around and 
smash anything that gets in their path.  Easily avoided but single minded in determination, these 
feisty fiends will force players to be on their toes whenever they show up. 
 
 

 
Navigation 
The player will be traversing over varied terrain ripe with all sorts of interesting navigational 
challenges.  Whether it’s jumping from moving platform to moving platform, vaulting from a lower 
ledge to a higher one, crossing a narrow pathway over a bottomless cavern, or swinging over a 
lava filled pit, the player will be relying on what little prowess Bentley has left along with 
occasional assistance from his more acrobatic son. 
 
Movement over terrain like in most platform games simply requires the player to press the joystick 
forward to control the speed and direction that Bentley travels allowing him to easily access or 
interact with elevators, stairs, ramps and tunnels.  But due to the platform centric nature of the 
game, the challenges a player faces when navigating will come more from jumping than precise 
locomotion.   
 
For most cases, pressing the Jump button will allow Bentley to leap from platform to platform, 
vault over low obstacles, or scramble up to a higher elevated perch.  But times will arise that he 
will face a location that is just out of his reach.  In these cases, when the player makes a jump for 
them, B.B. will dash ahead of his dad and throw out a helping hand to make sure he reaches his 
destination.  The player will not have to worry about any mini games or timed button presses to 
make this happen, B.B. will just automatically assist when he needs to. 
 
There will come times where the player will find a switch or a level that doesn’t appear to have a 
visible way to access it.  In many of those cases, the player can go into an Aiming Mode and 
throw B.B. at said object to activate it, opening up further accessible paths for out heroes. 
 

Combat 
Our heroes don’t use guns or swords or knives to battle against their opponents.  Instead, they 
prefer to use their minds and their bodies as weapons to combat their foes.  Through his 
acrobatic training, B.B. has become an exceptional tumbler and the player is able to take 
advantage of this talent by using it as their main weapon. 
 
Pressing the Attack button will have Bentley scoop up his son and hurl him at the closest enemy 
he’s facing.  B.B. will ricochet off that enemy to a few others before returning back to his father’s 
hands.  The number of enemies that can be rebounded off of will increase as the game 
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progresses.  B.B. can only be thrown so many times before becoming too dizzy and forced to rest 
so players will need to keep an eye on his meter to make sure he is ready when needed. 
 
Unmodified, B.B.’s strikes will take out weaker enemies but only knockdown or stun stronger 
enemies for a short amount of time, or possibly have no effect at all.  But by having B.B. don 
different magical hats that will be found during the course of gameplay, the player can alter what 
effect is produced when B.B. strikes a foe (see the Power Up section for more information). 

 
Stealth and Puzzle Solving 
As direct as both father and son can be when dealing with the opposition, from time to time they 
also know the importance of sneaking around unseen.  Similar to the gameplay of our previous 
titles Mark of Kri and Rise of the Kasai, the “go in guns blazing” strategy will quickly overwhelm 
the player with opponents in some scenarios.  Portions of certain levels will encourage the player 
to quietly search for objectives, avoid sentries while gaining entry into heavily guarded 
fortifications, or stealthily pick off enemies from the shadows one at a time by giving them a bear 
hug.   
 
There will also be puzzle solving events like requiring players to flip a series of switches to gain 
access to another portion of the level, or slide frozen enemies into place to create a makeshift 
staircase.  These puzzles are not meant to be brain twisting conundrums but rather creative uses 
of the gameplay mechanics allowing players to use their cognitive abilities as well as their twitch 
reflexes to progress through the game. 

 
Power Ups 
Sometimes during the course of their journey the player will come across an enemy or an 
obstacle that just cannot be overcome or circumvented through normal means or they might just 
need a little helping hand.  Power Ups will mostly likely come into play when times like this arise.  
 
 
Hats for B.B. 
In the original game, the player was able to find a magical cap that would grant him temporary 
invulnerability.  In this sequel, it is now B.B. who dons the hats, each one producing a different 
attack effect when throw at an enemy.  
 

o Shroud of Winter:  When wearing this hat, any enemy that is struck by B.B. gets frozen in 
a block of ice.  This block can then be pushed around and used as a temporary platform.  
Any damage done to them in this form will shatter the block freeing them from their icy 
prison. 

 
o Cap of the Basilisk:  Enemies hit while this magic is in effect will be turned to stone and 

frozen in place. They will stay in this form until the magic wears off which is great for 
creating barricades or makeshift cover or a statue for birds to poop on. 

 
o Helm of the Iron Maiden: Donning this spiky helmet has B.B. producing more damaging 

attacks allowing him to take out the stronger enemies that didn’t seem to be affected by 
anything else. 

 
o Chronos’ Temporal Hood:  Any being struck while B.B. is wearing this hat will find that all 

of their actions crawl to a snails pace. 
 
Not all hat effects will work on every enemy and it will be up to the player to experiment to find out 
which one will work best in the current situation.  Sometime a quick change combination of them 
will be needed to overcome a challenge. 
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Bentley’s Bonuses 
Unlike his son’s Power Ups which affect their enemies, Bentley’s are bonuses strictly for him. 
 

o Temporary Invincibility:  Just like in the previous game, Bentley will be able to pick up an 
item that will make him impervious to damage for a short amount of time. 

 
o Temporary Speed Boost:  This item will increase the navigation speed of Bentley allowing 

him to run circles around most opponents and cover larger distance more quickly. 
 

o Extra Health:  Bentley will have a health meter and when he takes damage his health 
rating will drop.  Finding Health Power Ups will restore a portion of his health back to him. 

 
o Extra Life:  The player starts off with a limited number of lives.  Finding one of these rare 

items will give the player one more chance to overcome Berthilda’s evil plan. 
 

 

 
Each kingdom the player has to visit on his quest will have a variety of navigational and 
confrontational challenges and obstacles to overcome, whether it is defeating waves of foes, 
flipping switches to unlock passageways, crossing massive chasms, leaping to and from moving 
platforms or sneaking past sentries.  The player will be constantly tested both physically and 
mentally as they make their way through each environment. 
 
All levels will have multiple paths through them, some of which can’t be accessed until the player 
has collected the appropriate item to allow him to.  Each level culminates in an encounter with a 
powerful Crystal Guardian which Bentley and his son must either accomplish some sort of task to 
prove their worth or battle the guardian itself to gain possession of the Power Crystal.  In either 
case, these events will be the final exams for the skills the player has been learning.  Below is a 
list of the various kingdoms the player will have to journey too during the course of the game. 
 
The Forest Prime Evil  
A land of towering trees, verdant grass, streaming sunlight and prickly shrubbery occupied by 
Treants and Swarmers and over run by the parasitic tree top dwelling, axe wielding 
Timberwolves. Help drive the wolves from the forest to be gifted with the Wood Crystal by the 
forest guardian Conifer. 
 
Elysium Cemetery 
A vast graveyard filled with tombstones, crypts and mausoleums populated by aggravated 
ghosts, decaying zombies, and dancing skeletons.  The player must defeat Crystal Guardian 
Necros in order to obtain the Earth Crystal 
 
Frostbite Fields 
An icy tundra wasteland that is inhabited by pernicious penguins, bipolar bears, rampaging oxen 
and fraught with frigid fatalities. In order to obtain the Wind Crystal the player must find a way to 
triumph over Urkus, the Emperor Penguin. 
 
Blackrock Quarry  
A steampunk inspired mining facility with surging steam vents, grinding gears and massive 
machinery that is being terrorized by Gem Eaters and Crystal Balls smashing or devouring any 
workers that get in their path.  Eliminating their foul presence as a favor to Crystal Guardian 
Ironside will guarantee Bentley possession of the Metal Crystal. 
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Mount Magma 
Located in the heart of a dormant volcano, this molten kingdom’s landscape is dominated by 
stalagmites, stalactites, crumbling caverns and lethal lava flows.  Stone titans, fire sprites and 
lava worms reside within its tumultuous tunnels and are ruled over by Znarf, the hammer wielding 
gargantuan guardian of the Fire Crystal. 
 
The Curious Quagmire 
A bog of scum encrusted water, oversized lily pads, pathetic patches of dry land and enclosed by 
a canopy of willowy trees that’s populated with hillbilly crocodiles, poisonous frogs, and kamikaze 
dragonflies.  Challenge and overcome Muskeg the swamp guardian in order to procure the Water 
Crystal. 
 
Berthilda’s Castle 
For the final level of the game, the player will be transported back to Berthilda’s dimension and 
have to run the gauntlet through her Escher-like compound inspired by levels from the original 
game.  All of the classic enemies will be here and the player will have to figure out a way past 
them as well as overcome all the navigational challenges before he can come face to face with 
the wicked witch in a no holds barred showdown. 
 
 

 
At Vaitaku, we pride ourselves on instilling our games with a truly comprehensive level of quality, 
and in bringing this quality to Crystal Castles: Berthilda’s Revenge we will make a game that is 
very much so worthy of both the Crystal Castles and Atari name.  Fluid navigation, exaggerated 
combat, stylized characters and magical environments will be wrapped up in an imaginative, 
artistic presentation of the highest quality.  All of the elements fused together will make a game 
that is as memorable to gamers of all ages as it is fun to experience. 
 
 

 Take on the role of Bentley Bear and his acrobatic son as they go on a quest to free Mrs. 
Bear from an evil curse.  

 
 Experience fun, fast paced combat fully realized through Vaitaku’s artistic flair. 

 
 Equip your son with a variety of magical hats and hurl him at your enemies producing an 

assortment of different effects from freezing them in ice to making them move in slow 
motion. 

 
 Favor stealth as well as puzzle solving in certain situations to complete dangerous 

objectives. 
 

 Diverse interactive stages have the player dexterously traversing varied locations such as 
frozen tundra, scum filled waterways, scorching lava flows and haunted hallowed ground 
while searching for the six Crystals of Power.  

 
 Easily accessible gameplay combined with exciting and imaginative challenges that will 

treat and delight players of all ages. 
 

 Developed by Vaitaku—a company comprised of members of the experienced and award 
winning team of Mark of Kri and Rise of the Kasai who brings their highest quality of work 
and unique visual panache to every project they undertake. 

 
 

 


